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Inspect Now - First Completed Apartment!

Apartment B112 is a large two-bedroom apartment with a fantastic size private courtyard. This apartment has two

generously sized bedrooms and a separate study nook. This apartment has views back towards the new Mulgoa Rise

primary school and sports fields.Glenmore Village is due for completion 1st quarter 2024.We are extremely excited to

have our first completed apartment available for inspection, so that we can now show off our luxury finishes inside our

apartmentsSome of the signature features include:- Modern & luxurious kitchens.- Ducted Air Conditioning-

Sophisticated & timeless bathrooms.- Frameless showers- Floor to Ceiling glazing throughout- Generously oversized

balconies- Expansive tiled living areas with downlights throughoutGlenmore Village will transform the local scene and

embrace a sense of contemporary design, comfort and style. Escape the daily grind and indulge in our lush landscapes and

spacious apartments.Be a part of the vibrant ground-floor retail centre or escape to the sanctuary of the landscaped

garden terrace above. Exclusive to the residents of Glenmore Village, this leafy retreat will form an integral part of the

quality of life this unique development has to offer.Glenmore Village is a connected urban community of dining

destinations, shopping & entertainment, fitness & beauty services and medical care, all at your doorstep.Glenmore Village

offers a diverse selection of premium residences to cater to all your housing needs. A collection of exquisitely crafted 1, 2

& 3 bedrooms apartments shifts the focus on lifestyle choices, with an innovative design across three buildings,

specifically positioned to take advantage of the site's sunny aspect & sweeping local views.Whether you are a first home

buyer, multi-generational family, or someone looking for a quality maintenance-free lifestyle, you will always feel at home

at Glenmore Village, where convenience is truly at your fingertips.Located in Glenmore Park, in the rapidly expanding

Mulgoa Rise precinct, Glenmore Village is the long-anticipated crowning jewel of this exclusive housing area.This booming

suburb is neighbour to the Western Sydney International Airport. It will provide an ideal investment, perfectly placed to

benefit from the growth & infrastructure spending that is transforming the surrounding area.Glenmore Village is a

lifestyle where luxury meets convenience!Call today to book your VIP appointment.Disclaimer: We have been furnished

with the above information however, PRD Penrith gives no guarantees, undertakings or warnings concerning the

accuracy, completeness or up-to-date nature of the information provided. All interested parties are responsible for their

own independent enquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


